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over any supported wire types and more specifically in home.
Thanks to the advance made in access technologies, the triple
play services become widespread [3]. For example, the recent
VDSL2 technology provides high data rate and takes
advantages of the higher frequency bands up to 30 MHz. At
the same time, the indoor PLC standards take advantage of the
power grid in the [2-30] MHz band. VDSL2 and PLC
technologies are complementary to provide high data rates by
using the telephone copper pair and the power cables.
Nevertheless, the band plans used by both technologies
overlap: [0.138 - 30] MHz for VDSL2 and [1.8 - 30] MHz for
PLC. Methods to improve the co-existence of different wired
standards become necessary.
In addition, the ITU [4][5] has begun to address this “SDR
wired” and has specified a PHY layer and the architecture of
G.hn, the common name for a home network technology
family. A single G.hn device will be able to network over any
supported interfaces in home. The advantages are lower costs,
lower equipment and lower time development.

Abstract - This paper deals with the implementation of
an embedded power line communication system for vehicle
(VPLC) using USRP platforms and GNU Radio
environment. This platform allows a modular design of
VPLC. Many configurations of the PHY layer of can be
tested in a real PLC environment, without developing
them on a specific board. In conjunction with USRPs
platform and daughter cards, the signal processing
performed in software is transmitted over a real channel.
Several frequency bands can be tested by using different
daughter cards without changing the signal processing.
Index terms – USRP, OFDM, PLC

I.

INTRODUCTION

Software-defined radio (SDR) [1] has been defined to help the
wireless operators to maximise their investments in multiple
mobile standards and base stations. With such approach, many
of the drawbacks involved with a classical approach (specify
FPGA, DSP designs, RF designs) fall down as one can re-use
sub-parts of an existing radio system, and just adapt its
operation through code reprogramming.
Similar approach can be adopted for wired communication,
and more specifically for power line communication (PLC)
communication, the radio link is equivalent to the wired PLC.
Today the car manufacturers have to face with an increase of
electronic nodes (ECU) connected each other. The ECUs
already use networks like CAN and Flexray, but the number of
specific wired always increase. One solution to reduce the
amount of wires would be to use the PLC technology that is
currently being developed for domestic networks to transmit
information or at least some of it, over the 12V power
distribution system found in cars. However, the PHY layers
may be optimised according to the channel states and
embedded environment.
Many projects have investigated SDR and cognitive radio
using flexible platforms [2]. SDR platforms provide
flexibility, reducing the amount of time it takes to develop and
update communication systems. With software update, many
communication systems can be achieved using the same
hardware. SDR technology has first focus on wireless
communications. Implementing the new ideas of cognitive
radio on inexpensive and known hardware will allow for
practical tests. Using software generated standard waveforms
“on the fly” reconfiguration will allow radios to fit into rapid
prototyping platform.
Today, wired systems are concerned by the issue of spectrum
management and aim to provide a single device to network
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In our paper, SDR can be considered to be a “wired”
communication system, where some of its functional
components, such as modulations, coding, synchronisation,
etc., are generated in software and implemented on open
hardware. This makes it possible to configure the signal
according to the requirements of the application and the
characteristics of the communication channel. The software
generated signal is then applied to USRP [6] platforms that are
connected to a host computer through USB or Ethernet
connections. To help the designer, the GNU Radio Companion
is a friendly environment for the development of baseband
processing thanks to a set of pre-defined block sets, which
enables to build a complete radio chain without developing
specific code (most of the time).
Ettus Research (part of National Instrument) provides the
USRP2 hardware platforms supporting any carrier frequency
between DC and 5.9 GHz depending on the daughter board.
Then RF to baseband conversion sub-system is ready for
prototyping (except specific requirements in terms of
transmitting power, depending on each application).
In addition, the GNU Radio Companion [7] is a friendly
environment for the development of baseband processing
thanks to a set of pre-defined block sets, which enables to
build a complete radio chain without developing specific code
(most of the time). More recently, MATLAB and Simulink
connect to the USRP to provide a radio-in-the-loop design and
modelling environment. With the support package,
Communications System Toolbox and a USRP radio, it is
possible to design and verify practical SDR systems rapidly.
Furthermore, comparison between simulation and real
environment can be performed using the same developed
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algorithms and codes. Inn this case, the GNU Radio opensource softtware is not requuired to use thiss support packaage.
In [8] SDR
R-GNU Radio is used to impplement a pow
wer line
data transm
mission link bettween a motor aand an inverter,, but at
a low dataa rate. In our study, SDR-GN
NU Radio is used
u
to
implementt power line ccommunication system in a vehicle
v
(VPLC) foor high data rattes and non-saffety applicationns. The
orthogonall frequency divvision multiplexx (OFDM) is uused to
efficiency fight against the fadings. The ssystem operatess at the
MHz (VPLC) tthanks to the daaughter
center freqquency of 12,5 M
boards.

geneerate a real OF
FDM signal, thee hermitian sym
mmetry is first
appllied before the IFFT of size M as depicted inn Figure 2. As
the indoor and vehiicle channels arre not completelly similar, the
CP and FFT size will be optimiized in the rem
minder of the
papeer.

Section
The remindder of the papeer is organized aas follows. In S
II, the com
mmunication syystem and channnel are studied. The
OFDM hass been chosen for the VPLC communication
c
n as for
domestic P
PLC based on different previoous works. Usiing the
measuremeents, we can noow optimize som
me parameters llike the
CP length, the FFT size, eetc. The main iidea is to optim
mize the
meters withoutt developing alll the TX/RX bboards.
PHY param
Another oobjective is to be able to tesst the VPLC m
modem
parameterss on other channnel (wireless has been testeed), by
using anotther RF interfface while keeping the samee PHY
layers. Seection III cooncentrates on GNU Radioo and
implementtation of the ddata transmissiion link. The VPLC
testbed is based on twoo USRP2 cardds with the daaughter
FTX and LFRX
X. Using these daughter boardds, the
board’s LF
possible opperation frequenncy range is veery modular (froom DC
to 5.9 GHzz). Section IV details the resuults we obtainedd, both
on indoor P
PLC and VPLC
C. Section V concludes the papper and
perspectivees are given.

O
PLC trannsmitter and recceiver
Figure 2. OFDM

II.

PHY layer speciffications
B.PH
meters have beeen defined acccording to the
All the PHY param
prevvious channel measurementss carried out on different
vehiicles and descrribed in details in [11]. For tthe embedded
testss, we have usedd a Peugeot 407SW gasoline.
If we
w focus on PLC
C, results in [11]] have shown itt is possible to
reduuce the FFT sizze compared too the HPAV staandard, as the
coheerence bandwiddth is about 5000 KHz, two timees less than in
indooor channel. Cooncerning the C
CP length, as thhe mean delay
spreead is about 135 ns, it can bee shorter than thhe HPAV CP
duraation of 5.56 uss. After softwarre simulations using
u
channel
meaasurements, it iss interesting to ttest different coombinations in
otheer VPLC enviroonments like booat or aircraft. By using the
VPL
LC demonstratoor, it will be possible to maanage rapidly
diffe
ferent configuraations. The paraameters of the V
VPLC system
are summarized in TAB I.

COMMUNICA
ATION SYSTEM AND PHY LAY
YER

TA
ABLE I. VPLC PA
ARAMETERS

A.Transmisssion scheme
The orthogonal frequenccy division moodulation or Discrete
D
Multi-Tonee (OFDM or D
DMT) has been chosen for the VPLC
communicaation as for doomestic PLC. Several standardds with
different kinds
k
of multi-ccarrier modulattions like HPA
AV and
HD-PLC [[9] are alreadyy proposed andd investigated. In the
previous ppaper [10][11], different measurements havee been
performed and have show
wn the OFDM m
modulation com
mbined
VPLC.
with bit looading and equualization is coonvenient for V
Those stanndards have beeen applied in car to measurre data
throughputt on DC channeels [10].
However, the indoor and car channels aare different. W
We need
P length, the FFT size,
to optimizee some parametters like the CP
and other P
PHY parameterrs. The main iddea in this studdy is to
optimize the
t
PHY parameters without developing all
a the
hardware oof the modem. A
Another objective is to be ablee to test
the VPLC
C modem param
meters on otheer channels, byy using
F frontend.
another RF
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m
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Valu
ues

Transmissiion
bbandwidth/samppling rate

DC-25 MHzz/25 MHz

M FFT sizze

1024/512/512

Subcarrier sppacing
ΔOFDM(KH
Hz)

24.414/448.428

M
Modulation per carrier(
aaccording to bit loading)

BPSK/ QPSK/16QAM/256
M
QAM

N
Number of usedd carriers

412/2077/207

CP length(sam
mples)

139/600/20

Theeses parameterrs have been first simulateed thanks to
MA
ATLAB and withh a PLC channeel model. In the next step, we
willl convert the siimulations in reality, using thhe same PHY
paraameters and usinng a real channeel.

The transm
mitted OFDM w
waveform can bee expressed as:

1
Np

Parameteers

Thee OFDM symbools are generateed and organizzed in frames.
How
wever, it is neceessary to generaate a synchronizzation symbol
in oorder to detect thhe beginning off the useful signnal.

(11)

C.T
Time and frequenncy synchronizaation

With Np= M/2, M the FF
FT size, cm thee complex sym
mbol on
sub-carrierr Fm. The sub--carrier spacingg ΔOFDM is defiined as
1/T OFDM w
with T OFDM the OFDM symbol duration. In oorder to
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The framee format illusstrated in Figgure 3 is bassed on
(DMTN+1) OFDM/DMT
T symbols withh a preamble for
f the
time synchhronization. Before the frame begins, null syymbols
are used to separate the different frames. Thee time
synchronizzation symbol includes a pseeudo noise seqquence
with good autocorrelationn property of lenngth equal to (L
L=M/4)
and the CP. The ssynchronizationn symbol inncludes
consequenttly four sequennces. Then all tthe DMT symbbols of
the file arre transmitted. The value of D
DMTN is conffigured
according to the performaances we want to test, with a ddefault
tvalue of 20. The synchronnization symbol is organized aas:
[ P P ––P –P]
(2)
With P thee IFFT of the pseeudo random seequence of size L.

III.

At the receeiver, the synchhronization is pperformed on thhe first
symbol usiing the Minn & Bhargava algoorithm [12] in thhe time
domain. Thhe four sequencces of the synchhronization symbbol are
correlated and generate a peak when thhe sliding winddow of
size M inccludes these foour sequences and zero everyywhere
else.
The correlaation function iss given by:
1

N p −1

k =0

m =0

R(n) = ∑

USRP2 PLATFFORM FOR VPLLC

Thee VPLC platform
m is based on USRP2
U
boards combined with
daugghter boards [6]. Using these ddaughter boardss, the possible
operration frequency range is very modular (from
m DC up to 5.9
GHzz). The motheer board incluudes ADC, DA
AC, a FPGA
(Xillinx Spartan XC
C3S2000) and a Gigabit-Etheernet interface
usedd to transmit ddata or configurration to the USRP2
U
board.
Thee two slots of the board are for the front--end daughter
boarrds. As we cann see on Figuree 5, the two 14--bit ADC and
the two 16-bit DA
AC are independdent and can woork up to 100
Mspps.
Forr the PLC interrface, we use tthe LFTX and LFRX cards
becaause they allow
w transmitting annd receiving siggnal from DC
up to 30 MHz. These
T
daughter boards includde differential
ampplifiers and low pass filters for antialiasing.

∑ r (n + 2Lk + m)r (n + 2Lk + m + L) (3)

Figure 4 illustrates the peak when thhe synchronizattion is
On the green cuurve, we observve the differentt peaks
detected. O
given by (33).
Figuure 5. USRP2 booard (from [2])
On the transmissionn side, the real baseband signaal is generated
thannks to MATLA
AB and saved inn a file. It is theen transferred
throough the Ethernnet link to the U
USRP2 board, cconverted into
anallog by one of thhe two DAC connverters and theen transmitted
overr the PLC or RF channel. A passive couppler provides
isolaation between the output of the card and tthe PLC link.
Bothh I and Q signaal components aare transferred tto the USRP2
boarrd and can be considered as inddependent. It is then possible
to cconsider severaal configurationns: real basebaand signal (Q
=0),, complex baseeband signal (II and Q), real IF-frequency
signnal.
At tthe receiver, thee analog signal is translated to baseband and
thenn digital conveerted. Samples transmitted by the Ethernet
linkk are stored on thhe workstation.. They will thenn be processed
"offf line". As aabove, the AD
DC conversion paths are
indeependent but muust be used connsistent with thee transmission
partt.

Layer
Figure 3. Frame - PHY L

OFDM signal deepends on the
Thee maximum banndwidth of the O
interpolation and decimation
d
factoors N of the AD
DC and DAC.
Thee sampling ratee Fs of the AD
DC/DAC (Fs att 100MHz) is
diviided by N (4 to 512) and results in the output sample
s
rate of
the data sent from/tto the host.
TAB
B II illustrates some PLC coonfigurations of the USRP2
boarrds we can uuse for the traansmission of the software
geneerated signal.

Figure 4 Syynchronization ddetection
The receivved data beginss with the red ppeak. The bluee curve
illustrates tthe algorithm pproposed by Schhmidl and Cox, which
is weaker. This approach is simple and robust
r
enough ffor our
experimentts.
This fram
me structure w
will be used bboth for the channel
c
sounding aand the data traansmission. Thee length of thee frame
could be diifferent.
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TABLE II.

USRP2 PLC CO
ONFIGURATIONS

Parameterss
N =4, I chaannel
N=4, I& Q complexx
channels
N=4, I&
& Q , twoo
independennt real channels
N=512, I channel
N=512, I&
& Q complexx
channels

banddwidth [2-12.5] MHz is usedd. We can obseerve there are
notcches compared tto HPAV standard.

Configuratioons
real signal, bandwidth = 12, 5
MHZ
complex siggnal , bandwidthh = 25
MHZ, externnal I&Q mixer
real signal , bandwidth = 12,5
two
indeppendent
MHZ,
transmissionns , multiple outtputs
real signal , bandwidth = 87,5
KHZ, for naarrow bandwidthh
complex siggnal , bandwidthh = 195
KHZ , twoo independent nnarrow
bands transm
mission

Figuure 6. LFTX ouutput spectrum

IV.

fore using the VPLC
V
platform
m for BER meaasurements, it
Befo
can be used first as
a a channel souunder. A soundder enables to
poinnt out all the ppropagation prooblems and willl allow us to
optiimize the PHY parameters. W
We first observe the signal to
noisse ratio for eachh sub-carrier in tthe [2-12.5]MH
Hz bandwidth.
As tthe channel is cconsidered as tiime invariant, thhe bit loading
algoorithm will allocate the bits onn each sub-carriiers at the TX
sidee. Taking into account a referrred bit error rate
r
of 10-3, a
trannsmitted powerr of -80dBm//Hz, the channnel capacity
defiinition given in [13], the param
meters given in T
TABLE I and
the frame defined in Figure 3, w
we can achieve a data rate of
abouut 30 Mbps/s.
Theen, we performeed data transmission accordingg to the frame
defiined in Figure 3.
3 In this framee, the first two DMT-S1 and
DM
MT-S2 are the eestimation symbbols we use too equalize the
receeived signal. A ZF equalizer at the receiverr compensates
the phase rotation due to timingg error of the FFT
F
window.
wever, as the P
PLC channel iss noisy, especiaally when the
How
mottor is ON, the DMT symbolls will be corrrupted by the
imppulsive noises aand results in false
fa
frame deteection and bit
erroors. The SNR iss also lower. Inn this case, the data rate falls
dow
wn to 7 Mbps. F
Figure 7 illustrattes the receivedd signal during
OFD
DM transmissioon when motor is
i ON.

EXPER
RIMENTS AND RESULTS

The VPL
LC platform has been tessted first for PLC
transmissioons, both in inddoor PLC and VPLC environnments.
Two USRP
P2 board are uused, one for thhe transmitter annd one
for the receeiver, allowing a point to pointt transmission. T
Thanks
to the GN
NU-Radio inteerface, we cann change easiily the
configuratiions as presennted in TAB II and adjuust the
transmittedd power. Anothher important beenefit is the opption to
probe and analyze the signnal in the processing chain.
We have first tested ouur system overss the 220v eleectrical
SRP2 boards weere linked to thee 220V
power. Thee Tx and Rx US
power netw
work through ccouplers pluggeed on the same multioutlets. Thhe aim of this teest was to prove the concept of
o SDR
over wires. We will descriibe the VPLC eexperiments beloow.

A. VPLC
C experiments
The two U
USRP2 boards aare arranged in the vehicle acccording
to Figure 5 in points G, F
F, H and D. Wee have considerred the
GH, GF annd HD links as iin [10]. We willl focus on link G
GF.

DMT
T symbols and
imppulsive noise

Figure 5. T
TX/RX VPLC pllatform
m point to poinnt transmission,, like from G ppoint to
We perform
H point. Tw
wo scenarios arre considered: m
motor OFF andd motor
ON. They have been studdied in the prevvious paper [100] with
HPAV modified modems..

Figure 7. DM
MT transmissionn with impulsivve noise
Witth these first results, it is posssible to analyzee the different
com
mbinations propoosed in TABLE
E I.

B. VPLC
C results
In Figure 6, we can obbserve the speectrum of the LFTX
daughterbooard output w
with a DSP of
o -80dBm/Hzz. The
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Addditionnaly, the nnumber of used sub-carriers cann be modified
by iintroducing notcches in sofwaree. Notches can bbe introduced
wheen the noise leevel is very im
mportant resultinng in no bits
allocation. The cann be introducedd to reduce thee transmission
banddwidth ( upper or lower part) w
without modifyiing the analog
partt. In Section II, we have shownn the PHY fram
me. In this one,
it is possible to extend the numberr of DMT data ssymbols if the
channnel is not noissy. If the channnel does not chhange in time,
we can estimate itt less often and it leads to an iincreased data
m
We
rate. Once again, the parameters are software modified.
see that this with SDR approach multiple confiigurations can
be tested in a real ssystem rapidly uusing the same board.
b

C. SDR im
mplementationn aspects
The VPLC
C paltform can bbe used to expeeriment differennt PHY
parameterss using the samee hardware.
We have fiirst focus on thee CP. During thhe simulation, we
w have
analyse thee CP length acccording to the llink and the FFT size.
Results in figure 8 show tthat the there is an optimum vaalue for
S
It
the CP acccording to the FFT size and acccording to the SNR.
is not neecessary to extend the CP with the FFT
T size.
Furthermorre, we can adjuust the CP accoording to the ppoint to
point comm
munication. Thhree FFT sizes (256,512,10244) have
been expeerimentend on the VPLC bboard. We cann then
generate DMT
D
symbols annd frames optim
mized to the linkk.

If we
w focus on thhe analog part, it is possible tto extend the
banddwidth transmisssion up to 25 MHz
M by introduucing external
mixxer linked to thee outputs (I andd Q) of the dauughter boards.
Thiss work is curreently in progreess. Figure 9 iillustrates the
VPL
LC platform witth the software and generic harrdware parts.
How
wever, the VPL
LC is not real tiime as the receeived signal is
proccessed “off-linee” with MATL
LAB. It could bbe possible tu
use the GNU-radioo interface bothh to generate tthe waveform
and to configure thhe board.

Figure 8. CP lenggth according too FFT length

Figuure 9. VPLC platform
[2]

V.

CONCLUSIO
ON

[3]

We have studied
s
a VPLC
C platform witth USRP2 boarrds for
PLC vehiccle channels. D
Different experim
mental measureements
show the entire possibilities offered bby this kind off rapid
prototypingg. We perform
med PLC transsmissions on reeal invehicle chhannels. In futuure work, the bandwidth couuld be
extended and the softw
ware waveform
m generation w
will be
enhanced iin order to perfoorm test in real ttime.
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